
COVID-19 Informational Call Notes 

Washington State Department of Corrections 
Data classification category 1 1  
 

Call Details 
Facility:  Stafford Creek Corrections Center 
Date and Time:  11/23/2022 3:00 P.M. 

Attendees 
 

• DOC: Facility Co-Chair G. Penrose, Facility Secretary A. Carlson, FMS R. Attard , CS M. 
Ritter, RN M. Lynch, CPM S. Baltzell, CPM R. Schreiber, HCM S. Evans, Senior Admin P. 
Perkinson, CPPC B. Mansford, HCM T. Johnson, AA K. Shaw, FVSM D. Taylor, Captain R. 
Rubalcaba, K. Bradley, Senior Sec. K. McGarrah, CC J. Wright, LBA S. Richardson 

• LFC Officers:  State Rep Vacant; Co-Chair Diane Sifres, Secretary Vacant 
• Family members: Annie Trepanier, Tammey Bertrand, Anna Ivanov, Shawnte Holmes-

Davenport, Sarah Leon, Julie Booth, Unidentified Individuals 
 
Weekly Updates: 
140 total for outbreak with 136 of those covid recovered.  
We have H1 cleared on 11/22, H3 set to clear 12/1, H4 set to clear on 12/12 and H5 to 
clear on 12/13 
 
Facility wide outbreak continues. Practices have not been changed. Testing for visiting. 
No vending. Everyone is required to wear a mask 
 
Round table  
Q: On the statewide call with Dr. P, we asked about clearing a date. He said on the 
statewide call it’s not 20 or 21 days from when they cleared, it’s 21 days from when 
the person tested positive. 
A: Our days are set at the 21 from last contact. If the positive chose to leave the unit and 
go to isolation, it would start right away. If they were to remain in the unit then they’d 
be there on day 7 and then the 21 days would start. 
 
Q: How many in each unit are active still? 
A: H5- 3 H4- 1 
 
Q: Contact. Close contact or contact in general? 
A: Each unit, because we don’t cohort, we run the contact as the unit. Our close contact 
gets identified and gets the option to test as well. 
 
Q: Dates of positives? 
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A: 2 on 21st, 1 on 20, 1 on 22   H4 was the positive on the 21st 
 
Q: Not on cluster status but on facility wide outbreak? 
A: Correct 
 
Q: How many staff are positive? 
A: 1 staff positive reported today 
 
Q: EFV’s and modified visitation, vending is waiting on version 34. What about 
religious activities? 
A: Since we are not quarantining or cohorting, as long as we have staff, we will have the 
events. However, they will continue to be rescheduled if we are still on outbreak. Not 
canceled but rescheduled. 
 
Statements: 
Want to say thank you Schreiber and visitation team for letting us leave and get food 
 
We (SCCC) have been approved to recruit non custody staff to continue to assist 
visitation staff with visitor testing so we can avoid the delay we experienced last 
weekend 
 
Q: 20 days from last contact. Is that off clinical suspicion reasoning? What policy are 
you using for the 20 days? 
A: We use the 21 days from the last contact of the positive in the unit. The memo to 
clear the outbreak is what we are referring to 
 
Q: Are we on limited area or facility wide? 
A: Facility wide due to outbreaks in 3 different units. H3 does not meet the 21-day mark 
until December 1. 
 
Q: When was the active case from H3? 
A: November 3. That person refused to go to isolation. Therefore, it was 28 days total 
because he stayed in the unit. He had to do the 7 days to come off his positive status. 
Then we had to start the 21 days. 
Statement: We have been really fortunate that the last 4 positive folks have went to 
isolation, so it has only been 21 days 
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Q: Have they been made aware that if they do not go to isolation, it adds 7 more days 
to the 20. A memo or anything?? 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Is that information posted in every pod? 
A: I do not know but I know there was a flyer that Mr. Bolden made 
Statement: Please do get that to the pods so everyone knows 
 
Q: If we are required to wear a mask then it should be ensured that they are worn 
properly. I saw people with it down below their nose and chin. 
A: Thank you for bringing that up. We will bring that to visitation’s attention 
 
Q: Will this outbreak ever be over? How is it DOC is not looking at this as a safety and 
security issue? 
A: We do understand it is frustrating. We do have a dilemma since we do not have a 
place to put a large group of Individuals because they do not wear a mask. We have had 
teams of medical and staff come together, and we have had to choose our fights. They 
do know the cost; they know that not leaving the unit prolongs removing covid from the 
unit and they are choosing to go that route. 
 
Q: When is the gym opening? 
A: All medical equipment has been removed from the gym. We did use the gym on 
Monday and cleared on Tuesday for a vaccine clinic. So, it was delayed just a bit. 
Gym was set to open 11/22 after the clinic. But we are having staffing issues. It is open 
and operational, but we are working on the staffing issues now.  
 
Q: Are you expecting the staff to be there to open anytime soon? 
A: Yes, we have done a lot of hiring but with hiring comes training so it’s going to be a 
bit for us to work on this moving part 
 
Q: People have not had yard a few days in a row to due staff shortages. How do you 
ensure the facility has efficient staffing for the holidays? 
A: We have a roster manager that takes that into consideration and staff sign up for 
volunteer positions. It’s a matter of playing it one shift at a time. 
 
Q: Can we get an update on the gym and staffing issues at each of these meetings? 
A: Yes, we will add the gym to our update. 
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Statement: 
For a 1st time in a long time my boyfriend has told me that the meals were good. So, 
thank you for whatever is happening there. 
 
Q: Have you considered going to the units where there is an active person and offered 
to test them (the unit) so we can be cleared of this outbreak? 
A: Everyone has the opportunity to request a test. That information has been posted. 
They just have to contact the provider for the unit, and they will receive a test. Testing a 
unit does not negate the 21 days 
 
Q: What does testing look like for staff after this weekend’s holiday? 
A: We will continue to rapid test staff 1x a week through the outbreak. 
 
Q: I thought facility wide outbreak required staff to test 2x a week? 
A: If we were in a cluster area for staff anywhere it would be 2x a week for that area. 
Other than that, it is 1x a week for staff testing. 
 
Statement: 
Can we get a copy of the memo that states the 21 day from last contact? Because of 
misinformation and rumors, I like to send that information to my husband. The better 
we can educate and get information to the incarcerated the better all will be. 
*Information can be found in the Quarantine Removal Plan. 
 
Q: Are we still looking at soon for the version 34? 
A: To our disappointment we were told we would not see it until after the 1st of the year 
 
Statement: 
Penrose: We’ve been really lucky that the last 4 or 5 positives have gone to isolation. 
But unfortunately, the positives are trickling through. There is a lot of respiratory, flu, 
and icky symptoms going around that makes some afraid to get tested but we want 
them to be healthy and come forward so everyone can get the care they need. 
 
Q: Can we advocate to get information about flu, RSV, and raspatory issues out to the 
population. Being sure that the information is clear and cut and dry for the 
incarcerated 
A: Yes. I will speak with clinical because I think that would be a great thing 
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Lynch: Medical informs and educates each person who tests positive about moving to 
isolation. And if medical has an issue, then we send out our CNT team to speak with 
them as well. Also, I am more than happy to work on that with you Gina. 
 
Statements:  
 
Penrose: We understand the frustration of this continuing and know there are a lot of 
rumors. We do not earn any extra money as a department or facility for tests, having 
positives or anything like that. There is no incentive to keep this alive. It interferes with 
our business, your lives, and our lives. 
 
I will advocate for a flow chart: “What happens if I isolate vs not”. Pictures are our 
friends! 
 
The isolation not being required… we (family) think they go “it’s not required why 
should I do it”. So, we should definitely work on educating them on that. 
A: Like Lynch said medical, CNT, and staff all work on a communication level to explain 
isolation  
 
Let’s get something posted and in writing for every unit. Thank you for all you do and 
hopefully we can get through and over this before the new year. 
 
Q: Visiting. Can we get a clear clothing guideline updated online? There is confusion 
about khaki and redshirts. We really need a clear set of guidelines. Someone got 
turned away for wearing a red dress. 
A: I believe there was information we sent up recently that we are waiting to get 
approved and posted up on IDOC. 
 
 
Comments/Closing –  
3:42 no more COVID questions. 
 
Thank you all for coming. Our next meeting will be Wednesday, November 30, 
2022. An in-depth TB call will be held on December 7 and the Bi-Monthly 
meeting will be held on December 12. 
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